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Abstract
This study utilised a non-concurrent case-series design to examine the
effectiveness and acceptability of a guided self-help Acceptance and
Commitment Therapy (ACT) intervention for people with psychogenic nonepileptic seizures. A key aim of the study was to investigate the relationship
between psychological flexibility (a key process within ACT), psychological
health, quality of life and seizure frequency. Six participants completed the
study, with reliable and clinically significant changes in psychological flexibility,
quality of life and psychological health observed in the majority of participants.
Notable reductions in self-reported seizure frequency were also observed. The
implications of these findings for clinical practice are discussed and
recommendations for future research suggested.

Key Words: Psychogenic non-epileptic seizure; case series; acceptance and
commitment therapy; self-help.
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1. Introduction
Psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES) bear a superficial
resemblance to epileptic seizures; however, unlike epileptic seizures, PNES are
not accompanied by abnormal electrical activity in the brain, and are thought in
most cases to be an involuntary physical response to psychological phenomena
[1,2]. The disorder affects 2-33 individuals per 100,000 [3] and between 20%30% of patients who attend epilepsy clinics are subsequently diagnosed with
PNES [3–5].
The psychological impact of PNES is significant, with diagnosed
individuals frequently experiencing higher levels of anxiety and depression [6–
9], elevated risk of self-harm and suicidal ideation [8,10], and reduced
functionality and poor life quality [2,11–13]. However, while PNES has been
characterised as primarily a psychological condition, the specific aetiology of the
disorder is not yet fully understood.
A variety of predisposing and precipitating factors in the histories of
clients have been identified by clinical researchers across a range of studies,
such as personal experience of trauma, anxiety and associated dissociation,
somatization, previous loss of consciousness (such as during an illness or
injury) [14–17], and broader psychological tendencies such as preferences for
avoidant rather than active coping strategies [7,18,19]. In the most significant
theoretical review to date, Brown and Reuber [20] critically examined extant
theory and literature within the area and abstracted four broad mechanisms
implicated in the development of PNES: (i) PNES as the manifestation of
emotional distress; (ii) PNES as a hard-wired response (e.g., an intrinsic stress
response); (iii) PNES as the activation of dissociated material (e.g., similar to
flashbacks in trauma conditions); and (iv) PNES as a learned behaviour (e.g.,
directly or indirectly conditioned and operantly reinforced seizure-like
behaviour). However, while each of these individual mechanisms is supported
by an array of studies, none has sufficient specificity or sensitivity to explain the
development and maintenance of the condition for all individuals.
Incorporating the review findings with their previous work on the
Integrative Cognitive Model for Medically Unexplained Symptoms (MUS) [21],
Brown and Reuber [20] propose that PNES result from the automatic activation
of a specific type of dynamic mental representation which they term the “seizure
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scaffold”. The authors suggest that the seizure scaffold contains cognitiveemotional-behavioural action programs that are developed through experience
(such as observing seizures in others, experiencing trauma, previous loss of
consciousness or illness, etc.) that interact with inherent behavioural response
tendencies (such as hard-wired fear-escape responses), which are triggered in
response to internal or external cues (such as trauma memories, autonomic
arousal, conditioned stimuli, etc.). The model represents a significant theoretical
development, providing an overarching account of PNES that coheres with
previous theoretical and empirical work, while also offering an explanation for
why some factors may be present within individuals diagnosed with PNES while
absent in others. Importantly, the model also points to a number of areas that
may be amenable to psychological intervention (see below).
Despite the significant impact PNES can have on an individual’s
psychological health and functioning, there is currently no consensus regarding
the most appropriate or effective therapy for the condition. Cognitivebehavioural therapy (CBT) has been identified as a promising treatment, given
the successful application of CBT to an expanding range of somatoform
disorders, including chronic pain, chronic fatigue and medically unexplained
symptoms (MUS) [22–24]. As such, CBT approaches to PNES are among the
most robustly investigated [25–27], although only two controlled studies [28,29]
and one RCT [30] have been conducted to date. Taken together, this research
suggests that CBT can lead to a reduction in seizure frequency and beneficial
improvements in depression and anxiety. However, while promising, the studies
are limited both in terms of power and long-term follow up data. In addition, it
also remains unclear how (e.g., through what psychological mechanisms) these
interventions operate, which is crucial for developing effective psychological
interventions that specifically target those factors identified as important in the
development and maintenance of PNES.
Brown and Reuber [20] suggest that targeting cognitions (only) may not
be useful for all individuals with PNES, but that other factors such as distress
tolerance, emotional regulation, and interpersonal functioning should also be
considered. Furthermore, the authors suggest that a “therapeutic environment
that enables the individual to recognize, tolerate and accept the broader
emotional dimension to their physical symptoms may be particularly important
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for these individuals” [20] (p67). A contemporary therapy that utilises
acceptance and awareness-based strategies to facilitate functional behavioural
change is Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT). ACT is a third-wave
cognitive-behaviour therapy that aims to reduce psychological suffering by
encouraging values-based behaviour – that is, helping clients to live their life in
a full and personally meaningful way, despite the difficulties associated with
their specific condition. Unlike traditional CBT, ACT does not aim to change the
content, frequency, or form of thoughts (e.g., cognitive restructuring); instead,
ACT aims to foster psychological flexibility – “the ability to contact the present
moment more fully as a conscious human being, and to change or persist in
behavior when doing so serves valued ends” [31] (p.7) – in order to reduce
experiential avoidance, and the limiting impact this can have on a person’s
behaviour.
From an ACT perspective, increased psychological flexibility helps to
foster greater psychological awareness and cognitive distance; individuals are
taught a range of strategies for ‘noticing’ and ‘defusing’ from the content of their
thoughts and experiences in order to foster a sense of self that can observe
these processes, without having to avoid, challenge, or ruminate upon them.
These strategies allow the individual to pursue values-based activities, goals,
and directions, even when experiencing distressing thoughts, feelings, or
sensations [31]; this can help to replace the avoidance-based strategies that
often underpin distressing psychological conditions, with active, purposeful,
strategies instead. While the focus of most therapeutic intervention studies is to
reduce or eliminate the frequency of a particular phenomenon (e.g., seizures),
with quality of life or functionality generally considered important but secondary
outcomes [6,25,32], ACT focuses primarily on helping individuals to ‘live well’
despite their condition. That is to say, if individuals diagnosed with PNES can
be helped to lead more meaningful, functional lives, despite their seizures, then
the negative impact of PNES may be lessened.
There is strong support for the efficacy of ACT for chronic medical
conditions, including pain [33,34], cancer [35], diabetes [36], and epilepsy
[37,38], in addition to depression and anxiety-based psychological difficulties
[39–42]. Furthermore, ACT has been successfully utilised with other MUS
conditions [43,44]. However, no research to date has examined the utility of
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ACT for PNES specifically. Nonetheless, given that experiential avoidance,
limited awareness, automatic (versus purposeful) behaviour, and heightened
arousal have all been implicated in the development and maintenance of PNES,
ACT (through the process of psychological flexibility) may offer additional
therapeutic benefits to this population over and above those found previously
using CBT. Indeed, in a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, ACT
demonstrated superiority to CBT in nine of the sixteen studies reviewed, across
a range of psychological and physical health presentations [45].
Poor engagement in psychological therapies has been reported for
individuals with PNES, sometimes as a result of patients being understandably
reluctant to attribute their seizures to psychological factors [46] or, for those that
do access psychological support, because psychological therapy can be
difficult, stressful, and can often trigger more seizures [47]. Self-help
interventions may help to address some of these issues: such interventions can
be undertaken alone, in a safe and familiar setting, at one’s own pace, and
without the need for broader acceptance or discussion of the diagnosis with
others. There is growing support for the use of ACT delivered in a self-help
format, with a recent systematic review reporting beneficial outcomes for
anxiety and depression, with greater effect sizes reported for self-help
interventions that incorporated an element of clinical guidance [48] (such as
weekly check-in phone calls).
ACT as a therapeutic intervention for patients with PNES is untested;
however, the theoretical applicability of an intervention such as ACT for this
population, in which avoidance of internal states and disruptions to valuedbehaviour often occurs, appears promising, particularly given recent successful
use of the therapy with other MUS client groups. Furthermore, given the
successful use of ACT self-help in previous studies, this modality offers an
interesting avenue of investigation for this specific population, given that other
available psychological treatments and face-to face therapies can be
experienced as aversive and can precipitate seizure occurrence.
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1.1.

Aims

The purpose of this study was to examine the effectiveness and
acceptability of a guided self-help ACT intervention for participants with PNES.
Specifically, we aimed to investigate whether an ACT self-help intervention can
lead to increased psychological flexibility in individuals diagnosed with PNES,
and whether such changes relate to reliable and clinically significant change in
psychological health and quality of life (primary outcomes). While ACT does not
aim to target primary symptomology directly, we also wanted to examine
whether the intervention had benefits in terms of reduction in seizure frequency
(secondary outcome). Finally, we aimed to gauge participants’ experience of the
intervention through post-intervention change interviews.
2. Method
2.1.

Participants
Following institutional ethical approval, the study was advertised through

specific PNES social media support groups. After receiving detailed information
about the research, potential participants who met the following inclusion criteria
were recruited to the study: (1) ≥ 18 and able to provide informed consent; (2) a
confirmed diagnosis of PNES; (3) experienced ≥ 3 psychogenic non-epileptic
seizures within previous month; (4) not concurrently receiving, or about to
receive, another psychotherapy; (5) good English reading and comprehension
skills (assessed by the researcher in initial correspondence and telephone
contact).
2.2.

Design
The study utilised a non-concurrent case-series design [49]. Accordingly,

no participant began the study at the same time (to satisfy the non-concurrent
design) and recruitment continued until the recommended average of six
participants (for case-series studies) was achieved [50].
2.3.

Measures
Quality of life, psychological health, psychological flexibility, and seizure

frequency measures were administered pre-intervention, post-intervention, and
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at 1-week and 1-month follow-up periods (Table 1). We opted to include two
measures of psychological flexibility at the pre and post-intervention time points;
while the AAQ has traditionally been the most widely used measure of
psychological flexibility/experiential avoidance within ACT research, the
discriminant and content validity of the tool has recently been questioned by a
number of researchers [51–53]. Similarly, an adapted version of the AAQ for
epilepsy is available [54]; however, comparisons between epilepsy and PNES
groups are potentially problematic given the distinct profiles (and aetiologies)
between the two conditions [12,13,55]. Accordingly, we also included the
Comprehensive Assessment of Acceptance and Commitment Processes
(CompACT) [52], which was developed to provide a broader measure of
psychological flexibility that is more aligned to the underpinnings of the concept
within ACT theory [52,56]. In addition to pre and post measurement, participants
were also asked to complete the CompACT on a weekly basis in order to
assess the cumulative effect of the intervention on psychological flexibility.
At the one month follow-up period, a change interview (adapted from
Elliot) [57] was conducted by an independent researcher who was blinded to the
outcomes of the study. The change interview was designed to assess
participant’s views of the self-help intervention, how they felt completing the
intervention, their perception of any changes experienced during the
intervention, and the possible reasons for any observed changes.
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Table 1. Psychometric properties and characteristics of measures
Measure
DASS 21 [58]

Construct
Overall distress
Depression
Anxiety
Stress

No. items
21
7
7
7

QOLIE 10 [59]

Quality of life

10

CompACT [52]

Psychological
Flexibility

23

AAQ II [60]

Psychological
Flexibility and
acceptance
Self-reported
seizure frequency

7

Seizure frequency

-

Example item
“I felt down hearted and blue”
“I felt I was close to panic”
“I tended to over react to situations”
“How much did your work/social
limitations bother you”
“How worried are you about having a
seizure”
“I find it difficult to stay focused on
what’s happening in the present”
“I make choices based on what is
important to me, even if it is stressful”
“Emotions cause problems in my life”

α
.93
.88
.82
.90
.85

Scale range & direction
0 – 126
0 – 42
0 – 42
0 – 42
Higher score = greater distress
10 – 50
Higher score = poorer QoL

.91

25 – 137
Higher score = greater PF

.84

7 – 49
Higher score = greater PF

-

-

Notes: DASS 21=depression anxiety & stress scale; QOLIE-10=quality of life in epilepsy inventory; CompACT=comprehensive acceptance and commitment
therapy processes; AAQ II=acceptance & action questionnaire; α =internal consistency; PF=psychological flexibility.
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2.4.

Intervention
Participants received chapters and exercises from the ACT self-help

book, Get out of your mind and into your life [61] over a six week period.
Telephone support was provided by the first author once per week (for up to 30
minutes); this involved a discussion relating to the weeks’ material and any
difficulties the participant may have experienced during that period (including
difficulties with understanding concepts or exercises, or any external life events
that may have impacted on their ability to complete the self-help material).
Table 2 provides a detailed overview of the intervention.
Table 2. Participant reading materials and the ACT process(es) targeted
Week

ACT process
targeted
N/A

Chapter
number
Intro, 1, 2

Acceptance

3, 4, 9, 10

2

Cognitive Defusion

5, 6

3
4

7
8

5

Self as Context
Present Moment
Awareness
Values

6

Committed Action

13

Baseline: Overview of
ACT given after initial
screen
1

2.5.

11, 12

Chapter title(s)
Introduction; Human suffering; Why
Language leads to suffering
The Pull of Avoidance; Letting go; What
Willingness is and what it is not;
Willingness; Learning to Jump
The trouble with Thoughts; Having a
Thought vs. Buying a Thought
If I’m not my Thoughts, then Who Am I?
Mindfulness
What are Values?; Choosing Your
Values
Committing to Doing It

Analysis
We utilised Reliable Change Indices (RCI) and Clinically Significant

Change (CSC) statistics to examine whether the intervention lead to changes in
our primary outcome measures. The RCI statistic is used to determine whether
any change between an individual’s pre and post-treatment scores is reliable,
and is calculated by subtracting the pre-treatment score from the post-treatment
score and then dividing the result by the ‘standard error’ (SE) of the difference
of the measure used [62]. If the resulting value is within ± 1.96 then the change
is deemed reliable (at the 95% confidence interval) [63].
If a reliable change is identified, then the post-treatment scores can be
examined further for clinically significant change using criteria proposed by
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Jacobson and Truax [62]. CSC can be said to have occurred if either: the
individual’s post-treatment score is two standard deviations away from the
mean of a clinical group (Criterion A); the individual’s post-treatment score is
two standard deviations within the mean of a non-clinical group (Criterion B); or
the individual’s post-treatment score is closer to the mean of the non-clinical
group than the mean of the clinical group (Criterion C). Within the current study,
we utilised criterion a or c, dependent on available comparative data [62].
Finally, we also examined weekly CompACT data using visual analysis to
assess the cumulative effect of the intervention on psychological flexibility.
3. Results
3.1.

Sample
Seven participants enrolled in the study; however, one participant

withdrew after the third week and their data was not included in the subsequent
analyses. Table 4 provides an overview of the results of all outcome measures.

Table 3 details the demographics of the remaining six participants. Table
4 provides an overview of the results of all outcome measures.

Table 3. Demographics of sample
Participant

Age

Gender

Current
Mental Health
Difficulties

Current
diagnosis
of epilepsy

PNES
diagnosis
received

Medication
for PNES

Previous
psychological
treatment

No

Previous
diagnosis
of
Epilepsy
No

1

69

M

No

No

No

F

Depression Anxiety

No

No

March
2015
April 2016

2

24

No

No

3

53

F

No

Yes

No

May 2013

No

No

4

47

F

Anxiety

N

No

November
2015

ISTDP

5

32

F

No

No

July 2015

6

47

F

No (reported
symptoms of
anxiety and
depression)
Complex PTSD
Depression

Amitriptyline
(muscle
relaxant)
No

Yes

No

2012

Klonopin

Progressive
exposure

No
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Notes: ISTDP=Intensive short term dynamic psychotherapy

All but one of the participants in the study were female and the average age of
participants was 45.3 years (SD=15.86). Two participants had previously
received a diagnosis of epilepsy; however, their diagnosis was subsequently
changed to PNES. Three participants reported having a mental health diagnosis
(including anxiety, depression and/or PTSD) and one participant reported
having symptoms of anxiety and depression. Two participants reported taking
medication to help with their seizures and two participants reported receiving
previous psychological therapy.
3.2.

Psychological Flexibility (CompACT & AAQ-II)

3.2.1 Visual Analysis
All participants demonstrated an improving upward trend in psychological
flexibility (as measured by the weekly-administered CompACT) over the course
of the intervention (Figure 1). However, no clear picture emerged between
participants in terms of which intervention stage appeared to most influence the
development of psychological flexibility; instead, development appeared to be a
cumulative process, albeit with more rapid acquisition at different stages for
individual participants.
3.2.2 RCI & CSC
Participants 1 and 3 scored within the normal range for a non-distressed
population on the CompACT prior to the intervention, and any subsequent
improvements in their scores could therefore not be deemed reliable. Of the
remaining four participants (P2, P4, P5, P6), all demonstrated reliable and
clinically significant change on both the CompACT and AAQ which was
maintained at follow-up. Overall, these changes were indicative of improvement;
however, Participant 5 recorded both reliable and clinically significant
improvement in psychological flexibility as measured by the CompACT, but also
reliable and clinically significant deterioration as measured by the AAQ. While
such a discrepancy between two measures that both purport to measure
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psychological flexibility is a concern, as highlighted above, the AAQ has been
criticised in terms of face and discriminant validity, and it may be the case that
the participant’s score on this measure is reflective of these broader AAQ
measurement issues.
3.3.

Psychological Health (DASS-21)
Participants 1 and 3 also scored within the non-clinical range on this

measure and any subsequent reliable improvement could therefore not have
been determined. However, of the remaining four participants, all (P2, P4, P5,
P6) demonstrated reliable and clinically significant improvement on the DASS21. However, while Participant 2 still evinced reliable improvement at 1-month
follow-up, the clinical significance of this change did not meet CSC criteria. In
addition, at follow-up, changes experienced by participant 6 did not meet RCI
criteria; if they had, her scores would also have indicated a clinically significant
improvement.
3.4.

Quality of Life (QOLIE-10)
Participants 1 and 3 also scored within the normal range for quality of life

prior to the intervention, and any subsequent improvements in QOLIE-10 scores
could therefore not be deemed reliable. However, of the remaining participants,
all four (P2, P4, P5, P6) demonstrated reliable improvement and three of these
(P2, P4, P5) reached clinical significance. These improvements were
maintained at both follow-up periods.
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Figure 1. Psychological flexibility and trendline for each participant across study
Notes: PRE: Pre-intervention; WK: Week of intervention; ACC: Acceptance; CD: Cognitive Defusion; SAC: Self as
Context; PMA: Present Moment Awareness; VAL: Values; CA: Committed Action; POST: Post-intervention follow-up
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Table 4. Results of the CompACT; AAQ-II; DASS-21; QOLIE-10; Weekly
Seizure Frequency
Participant and
Measure
P1
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency
P2
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency
P3
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency
P4
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency
P5
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency
P6
CompACT
AAQ-II
DASS-21
QOLIE-10
Seizure Frequency

Pre

Post

1 week
Follow-up

1 month
Follow-up

100
12
10
16
2

120
12
10
12
0

117
10
6
10
1

120
10
10
14
4

49
26
78
39
9

116 R+ C+
12 R+
16 R+ C+
13 R+ C+
3

117 R+ C+
12 R+
20 R+ C+
14 R+ C+
3

106 R+ C+
13 R+
32 R+
17 R+ C+
2

125
15
12
20
3

129
14
6
19
3

138
11
2
14
0

137
10
10
12
4

40
35
68
30
45

106 R+ C+
23 R+
30 R+
16 R+ C+
1

116 R+ C+
13 R+
14 R+ C+
12 R+ C+
0

120 R+ C+
14 R+
12 R+ C+
10 R+ C+
0

47
29
56
31
10

138 R+ C+
7 R- C16 R+ C+
19 R+ C+
4

130 R+ C+
7 R- C10 R+ C+
19 R+ C+
6

137 R+ C+
7 R- C2 R+ C+
15 R+ C+
0

50
28
34
35
10

118 R+ C+
20 R+
18 R+ C+
29 R+
8

116 R+ C+
12 R+
28
33 R+
8

121 R+ C+
17 R+
24
30 R+
0

Notes: R denotes Reliable Change and C denotes Clinically Significant Change (from clinical to
non-clinical range) compared to pre-intervention scores at p<.05; + or - indicates improvement
or deterioration, respectively. (N.B. all scales used criterion C for clinical cut off except AAQ-II
which used criterion A). Seizure frequency was self-reported by participants for the preceding
week.

3.5.

Seizure Frequency
A notable reduction in weekly seizure frequency was observed for four

participants throughout the lifetime of the study (P2, P4, P5, P6), with
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participants 4, 5 and 6 reporting no seizures in the past week at one-month
follow-up. While Participants 1 and 3 reported an initial reduction in seizures,
this was not maintained at follow-up. Given that seizure frequency was
measured by ideographic self-report, no RCI or CSC criteria could be applied.
3.6.

Change interview
All participants who completed the study took part in a change interview

at one-month follow-up (Table 5). Participants reported general positive
changes throughout the study, such as feeling more accepting and mindful (P3,
P4, P5 and P6), less avoidant (P1) and more confident (P2). All participants
attributed changes to the intervention and reported that these changes were
important to them. In relation to changes specific to seizures themselves, four
participants reported either having less seizures or feeling differently towards
them. Two participants reported no changes to their seizures which
corresponded to the quantitative data collected (P1 & P3).
The feedback indicated that most participants found the workbook easy
to understand, although Participant 5 found the language difficult to grasp
initially. Participant 1 also found the workbook less understandable due to the
initial randomisation of chapters that we implemented within the design; this
was subsequently changed for the remaining participants so that chapters were
received sequentially. All participants said that they would recommend the book
to others and two thirds described the mindfulness chapters as the most
influential.
Three participants indicated that there were external events that may
have impacted on the outcome of the study such as having an operation (P2),
experiencing menopausal symptoms and family illness (P3) and Participant 1
reported that he felt he fitted the diagnosis of functional neurological disorder
(FND) rather than PNES, which gave him hope whilst completing the study. All
participants reported finding the telephone support useful.
During the screening process and at the time of the change interview,
participants were asked to indicate the areas related to their seizures that were
most important areas of change for them; for one participant, this domain
remained the same at screening and at change interview (P1), however, all
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other participants reported a change in this area, with the majority indicating
that quality of life was now the most important domain for them.
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Table 5. Participant’s responses to Change Interview questions
Understandable

Recommend
to others

Influential chapter(s)

Overall Changes

Seizure
change

Surprised
by
changes

Attribute
to work
book

Importance
of changes

P1

No – chapters
were sent out in
batches

Yes

Committed action/ Values

Less avoidant

No

Neutral

Highly
likely

Important

PreMental
function

Now
Mental
function

P2

Yes

Yes

Mindfulness

Coping skills
Built confidence

Yes attitude

Quite
surprised

Neutral

Very
important

Daily
activities

P3

Yes

Yes

Acceptance/
Mindfulness Cognitive
defusion

No

Quite
surprised

Highly
likely

Very
important

P4

Yes

Yes

Role of language
Mindfulness
Values

Yes – less
of them

Neutral to
quite
surprised

Highly
likely

P5

Not at first –
language was
difficult

Yes

Mindfulness

More aware of
thoughts
Generally
feeling better
“actively
engaged in the
present
moment”
More accepting

Yes – less
of them

Very
surprised

P6

Yes

Yes

Cognitive defusion

No but less
bothered
by them

Quite
surprised

More accepting,
feel free

Most important area
of life

Ext event

Therapist
support

Yes:
Possible
FND

Helpful

Mental
function

Yes:
Operation

Helpful &
supportive

Daily
activities

QOL

Helpful &
supportive

Very
important

Mood

QOL

Yes
Menopause/
familial
illness
No

Highly
likely

Very
important

Mental
function

QOL

No

Helpful &
supportive

Likely

Very
important

Daily
activities

QOL

No

Helpful

Helpful &
supportive

Notes: An independent researcher conducted the change interviews with each participant via telephone and structured the interview based on Elliot’s change interview
schedule [57]. Ext event= influential external events during the study; QOL= quality of life.
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4. Discussion
This study investigated the effectiveness and acceptability of a guided selfhelp ACT intervention for participants with PNES, with particular focus on
psychological flexibility, psychological health, and quality of life, and whether the
intervention had secondary gains in terms of seizure frequency.
An increase is psychological flexibility was observed for all participants over
the course of the intervention, indicating that the self-help format successfully
targeted expected ACT processes. While changes in psychological flexibility were
only clinically significant and reliable for four participants, the remaining two
participants (P1 & P3) already had elevated pre-treatment scores, and therefore only
reliable and clinically significant deterioration could feasibly have been observed for
these participants due to this ceiling effect. For the four participants who could and
did demonstrate significant and reliable improvement in psychological flexibility,
these changes were also observed at both follow-up periods, suggesting the ACT
intervention had a significant impact on increasing psychological flexibility in the
longer term, despite representing a relatively brief, ‘low dose’ of the therapy. This is
in line with broader findings that have found self-help ACT to be useful for patients
with medically unexplained symptoms [44], particularly when the intervention is
accompanied by brief clinician support [48].
Those participants who demonstrated meaningful change in levels of
psychological flexibility also reported improvements in psychological health and
quality of life, providing further support for psychological flexibility as a key, transdiagnostic mediator of change in ACT therapy [64]. Of particular note, while not
directly targeted, these participants also reported fewer seizures post-intervention.
Although seizure frequency was measured by self-report, and frequency can
undulate over time (and hence changes from baseline to follow-up may be an
artefact of mismeasurement), taken together with evidence from the change
interviews, this finding does cohere with previous research that suggests
psychological flexibility can function to reduce experiential avoidance (which in turn
has been highlighted as a potentially significant maintenance factor of seizures in
PNES [7,18]).
The two participants (P1 & P3) who did not achieve reliable or clinically
significant changes in psychological flexibility also reported no significant changes in
quality of life, psychological health or seizure frequency. While this initially appears
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to cohere with ACT theory, it is important to highlight that both participants reported
high levels of psychological flexibility prior to and throughout the course of the study,
and therefore the lack of change in the other measured outcomes cannot be directly
attributed to low levels of psychological flexibility. This may suggest that changes in
psychological flexibility alone are not sufficient to improve related outcomes;
however, given this was not the case for the other four participants, it may be that
this finding is related to measurement effects, such as a lack of sensitivity in the
CompACT at the higher end of the scale, or the specific response style of the two
participants. It may also indicate that a lack of variability in psychological flexibility
measurement can in itself be a potential indicator of psychological fixedness; such
measures require an individual to be able to reflect on their current thoughts,
feelings, and behaviour from a ‘defused’ perspective, and if such a perspective is
difficult for an individual to achieve, the resultant measurement is likely to be
impacted.
Overall, the ACT self-help intervention appeared effective in producing
positive outcomes in psychological flexibility, psychological health, quality of life, and
reduced seizure frequency for the majority of participants, supporting previous
positive findings of the use of self-help ACT interventions with patients diagnosed
with a MUS [44,65]. Improvements in psychological flexibility and seizure frequency
were clearly replicated across four participants, and improvements relating to quality
of life and psychological health were replicated across three participants. The
replication of these intervention effects across cases meets published evidence
standards criteria [66] and supports the use of an ACT guided self-help intervention
for a PNES population. Furthermore, participant reports also indicated that the
intervention was acceptable, generally well-received, and led to meaningful changes
for the majority of participants.
While preliminary, these findings suggest that psychological flexibility may
offer an important treatment target within PNES, and that the strategies learned
within ACT that foster psychological flexibility (such as acceptance and experiential
engagement) may function to disrupt the activation of the “seizure scaffold” proposed
by Brown and Reuber [20]. Such a proposal has theoretical coherence given that
psychological flexibility aims to reduce experiential avoidance, improve cognitive and
bodily awareness, and encourages the active acceptance of aversive sensations and
states (when doing so serves valued ends), all of which could be argued to reduce
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the likelihood of the seizure scaffold activating within Brown and Reuber’s model.
Specific examination of the relationship between psychological flexibility and the
Integrated Cognitive Model of PNES in future research may therefore be beneficial.
The current study did not modify the self-help materials in any way which has
implications for the conclusions that can be drawn. The book chapters were not
randomised, which limits the inferences that can be drawn from the effects of specific
chapters (and the hypothesised change processes therein) on the development of
psychological flexibility; observed improvements may be the result of carryover
effects from previous chapters rather than the chapter of interest. However, there
were no clear indications across participants in relation to which chapters/processes
appeared to most foster psychological flexibility. While randomisation of the chapters
was initially instigated to examine whether specific chapters/processes appeared
particularly useful for improving psychological flexibility in this population, this was
withdrawn from the study design following feedback from the first participant who
reported difficulty in completing chapters out of sequence. Future research may
consider slight adaptations to the self-help book that would allow randomisation of
chapters without disrupting the overall narrative of the book, and thus the
examination of the differential impact of specific chapters/processes.
The design of the intervention also made it difficult to determine whether the
observed therapeutic changes were a result of a specific process or stage within the
intervention, other, non-specific factors (such as the relationship between participant
and researcher), the cumulative effect of receiving chapters, or a broader Hawthorne
effect. The change interviews were included to explore these issues in more detail;
however, the resulting data provided a mixed picture, indicating that the workbook,
therapist support, and external factors were all considered to play a part by
participants. Future research could examine these areas further by exploring the
benefits of the intervention with and without telephone support (although recent
research in this area suggests that supported ACT self-help is most efficacious [48])
and also the potential impact of the therapeutic alliance on observed effects. Finally,
given the above findings, it appears that a feasibility randomised control trial would
be warranted as a next step, which would provide a method for controlling for
external life events (between groups), while also providing effect size estimates for a
full clinical trial of the intervention.
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4.1.

Conclusions
The findings support the use of guided self-help ACT intervention for people

diagnosed with PNES. A self-help intervention may provide an alternative, low cost
treatment approach that has the potential benefits of widening access to therapeutic
interventions for this population [67], while reducing some of the risks of attending
face to face therapy that can be experienced by this group (such as within session
seizures [47]. However, the findings outlined here could be further supported by: (1)
longer term follow-up to examine treatment effects after six and twelve months; (2)
examining the differences between those participants that showed changes in
outcomes and those that did not, given the similar elevated levels of psychological
flexibility across all participants; (3) a larger controlled study comparing ACT to CBT
for this population, to examine whether the changes observed here are replicated,
and whether treatment effects are superior to other psychological interventions.
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